
Sewer renovation
Hello!
Work on the association's sewage system will soon begin.
The choice of method has become relining. The choice of contractor was Svensk Röranalys AB.

This is how it works
Relining is a way to renovate pipes without breaking up, removing and inserting new pipes in the property. This
process is easier, faster and cheaper than a traditional stem change.

You will work from your apartments from the bathroom and from the kitchen. The drain will be shut o� while
work is in progress, but you will be notified in good time before this happens.
All work spaces will be covered with protective cardboard.

The drain will be closed for about 2-3 weeks per tribe.
All residents can stay during the work

The work in the house will take place between 07:00 and 18:00 on weekdays, but individually
exceptions may occur. The contractor avoids noisy work before
07:30 and after 18:00.

Start-up, contract period.
The work will start in house 1 and begin during v 6 2024, but some preparatory work will already begin during v
4. Shutting o� the drains will only take place from v 9.
You will receive more precise information about when your drain will be shut o� in your mailbox a few weeks
before the work starts

Replacement solutions for toilets
During the time you are without sewage, you will be able to use a shower and toilet stall that will be set up in the
yard.If you are in further need of a toilet when the work is in progress, a so-called Forest toilet is ordered.The
toilet is odorless and works as an excellent alternative for projects like this.

Project management and contact for questions
The association has signed an agreement with Gaido Consulting AB, which will lead the project
through this contract. Mikael Ahlroth from Gaido Consulting AB will be the association's project manager and he
is the one you should turn to in case of questions or ambiguities.

Mikael Ahlroth can be reached at 070-773 74 88 or mikael@gaidoconsulting.se.


